COVID-19 MEASURES ON THE ISLAND

Dear Visitors

In its efforts to prevent the spread of COVID-19 and to protect yourself and others around
you, ICS request that all visitors adhere to the following measures in place before and while
on Aride Island:


Immediately prior to embarkation to Aride via the Aride Boat, the tour facilitator
must provide ICS Aride boatman the names of visitors along with their corresponding
temperature reading, date, time and contact details (such as hotel or phone number).



Any guests with body temperature above 37.5°C (>99.5 F) will not be permitted to
Aride. If flu type symptoms or fever develop while on Aride, it is compulsory to
inform an ICS representative. An isolation room has been designated on Aride for
monitoring and infectious disease management.



Carry basic essentials on the trip including your own hand sanitiser, hand towel,
bottle of water, face mask and gloves.



Whenever reasonably practical maintain a physical distancing of 1.5 m at all times.



It is compulsory to sanitise/wash your hands before you board the Aride boat and
after you have left the Aride boat.



Listen to all instructions provided by our staff while you are on the boat and when
disembarking the boat.



For biosecurity reasons on the island, kindly hand over your bag and shoes for further
inspection by our staff once you are asked to do so.



It is compulsory you wear a face mask in all ICS Aride indoor areas being defined as
spaces that are enclosed by walls, windows and roofs. It is not compulsory to wear a
face mask outdoors, however it is strongly encouraged to wear a face mask in group
situations where social distancing is not possible.



If you choose to wear a face mask on the Aride Boat, be wary if your mask becomes
wet by boat overspray or sea waves, as it may restrict your normal breathing function.
In these instances, immediately remove your mask.



Ideally each group will consist not more than 10 visitors for the guided tours.



Please note our commonly touched surfaces such as boat rails and handles, island
benches, lockers, reception desk and money box, laminated safety information, shop
and public toilet surfaces. You are kindly reminded to sanitise your hands.



Should you feel the need to cough or sneeze, kindly move 1.5 metres away from others
around you and do so in your elbow or handkerchief.



The number of clients in one specific area at any one time will be limited based on
regular assessment to ensure sufficient space is available for the physical distancing
rule.



Not more than 10 visitors will be allowed in the shop or Conservation Centre and will
be required to sanitise their hands and wear face mask before entering.



Toilet facility, Conservation Centre and Visitor shelter will have posters on display to
remind visitors on Health and Hygiene practices.



Pay close attention to all labels or symbols used on the furniture or floor for the
purpose of physical distancing within the Visitor shelter and Conservation centre.

